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THIS PUBLICATION IS
A COMPILATION OF THE
PHILIPPINES COLD CHAIN
PROJECT’S (PCCP)
WORK IN SCALING UP
AND PROMOTING THE
LOBSTER INDUSTRY IN
CARAGA REGION.

HOW PCCP IS CHANGING
THE FISHERY SECTOR
IN CARAGA

Aquaculture is the second most valuable fishery in the Caraga region next to
capture municipal fisheries sector. The overwhelming share of aquaculture
production in Caraga is inland brackish water farming, providing almost 70% of
total production. A far second is fish farming in brackish water cages, followed
closely by marine fish cage production.

Aquaculture in the region is predominantly for the
production of milkfish, shrimp, mudcrab, tilapia, high value
marine species (grouper, lobster, siganids) and seaweeds.
In 2013, Winrock International implemented the Philippine
Cold Chain Project (PCCP), funded by the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA) in Caraga Region as a
value-chain oriented venture with two objectives:
increasing agricultural production and expanding its trade
subsequently. With the PCCP, Winrock worked with
producer groups (horticulture, meat, and fish sectors),
intermediate organizations, and large scale cold chain
related businesses, to help farm families increase income,
and provide higher value of agricultural products to new
markets that require a cold chain. The program worked on
the fisheries sector to increase aquaculture production of
identified commodities being produced in Caraga Region,
among are; lobster, milkfish, shrimp, mudcrab, tilapia and
grouper. The fisheries sector intervention covered only four
provinces of Caraga; Agusan del Norte, Dinagat Islands,
Surigao del Norte and Surigao del Sur.
The project provided assistance to producer groups in
terms of formation and strengthening through trainings on
capacity building and organizational development,
production technology, business development, postharvest handling and storage and marketing assistance.
The producers were linked to access financial support on
production inputs through micro-credit loans at affordable
rates and arranged payment terms provided by the
project’s financial institution partners. Loans were available
to individual producer-members to maximize profit out of
each of their production.
The project had also developed business industries to
provide support services to producer group’s production
requirement. The process involved accreditation of input
suppliers those nearer to the production area by supplying
quality production inputs and providing assistance to these
suppliers to access micro-credit loans to finance their
business enterprise.
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IMPLEMENTING FOR SUSTAINABLE
LOBSTER INDUSTRY GROWTH:
FEED, SEED AND POLICY REGULATION
The development of the lobster aquaculture industry in the
Philippines started in Caraga. It is reported that small-scale
lobster farming started in Dinagat Island more than 10 years
ago. However, the recent discovery of lobster puerulus
(post-larval lobsters) settling along the eastern coast of
Mindanao, provides a major stimulus for rapid expansion of
this industry that looks set to flourish on the back of low
production costs and high value from the tiger lobster.
Lobster is already being promoted as a regional brand such
is the belief and excitement around lobster aquaculture in
the region.
Lobster farming in Caraga has commenced in a very similar
manner to Vietnam where wild caught juveniles or puerulus
are placed into fixed cages in shallow (<2.0m) waters and fed
on a variety of locally available fresh feeds. These feeds are
sourced by the farmers themselves, ensuring a very low
production cost, low risk and high profitability. However,
over a number of years, farmers found disease a significant
issue resulting to most farms being relocated offshore to
floating cages in sheltered bays and islands. In guiding the
development of the lobster aquaculture industry in the
Philippines, it is important to draw the learnings from the
unregulated and unmanaged development of the
Vietnamese lobster industry to ensure that these are not
repeated.
The PCCP in Caraga is boosting the development of the
local lobster industry, now being the major high value
aquaculture commodity produced. Lobster farming in
particular is growing rapidly with new cage construction
visible in almost all farming areas in Caraga (Dinagat Islands,
Surigao del Norte and Sur).

DIET TREATMENT & FORMULATION
TREATMENT
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FORMULATION & FORMAT
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BASAL ACIAR FORMULATION IN PELLET FORM
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BASAL ACIAR FORMULATION IN DOUGH/POWDER FORM
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DIET #2 MIXED WITH 30% FRESH SEAFOOD MATERIALS
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CONTROL: MIXED FRESH SEAFOOD (100%)
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The trial generated meaningful results with
clear differences in growth between the
four diet treatments. Although fresh
seafood diet (100%) produced the largest
lobsters, mixed dough and seafood also
generated good growth. The mixed diet is
suitable to be recommended to farmers
and will contribute to a
reduction in the reliance on fresh seafoods.

Dr. Clive Jones with Ms. Nonita Cabacaba,
GMPC trial lead, assessing lobsters’ growth
during the feeding trial.
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PROPOSED PHILIPPINES’ LOBSTER
AQUACULTURE 10–YEAR ROADMAP
AND ACTION PLAN
Vision

The vision is for a $US250 million, sustainable and export-oriented lobster
aquaculture sector employing small-holders, and creating economic and
social benefits throughout the Philippines

Strengths

Resource of
lobster seed
available

Existing farming
technology
adapted from
Vietnam

Strong demand
for product from
China through
existing supply
chain

Entrepreneurial
attitude of smallholders prepared
to embrace the
opportunity

Challenges

Smuggling of
lobster seed to
Vietnam

Lack of farming
knowledge and
skills

Un-quantified
and un-regulated
fishery for seed

Reliance on fresh
seafood as food
for lobsters

Strategy 1

Strategy 2

Strategy 4

Strategy 5

Regulate the
seed fishery

Ban export of
lobster seed

Grow-out
demonstration

Corporate
investment

Assess the seed
resource

Institute ban on
export

Define
appropriate
fishery
management

Monitor airports
for shipments

License fishers
and monitor
fishery

Police adherence
to regulations
Impose
appropriate
penalties

Strategy 3
R&D to support
growing
industry
ACTIONS
Declare lobster as
a national
aquaculture
priority

Establish bestpractice
demonstration
farms

Apply government Provide effective
resources to R&D extension and
learning
Seek
opportunities
collaborations to
bolster research
efforts

Seek out
corporate
investment
Promote contract
growing
arrangements
Support access to
reasonable credit

